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The mobile versions of Game Tycoon 2 are finished!
Cologne, May 04, 2016 – Sunlight Games has released the optimized versions of Game
Tycoon 2 for mobile platforms. The game is available for Android in the Amazon App
Store and on Google Play and for iOS on iTunes.
Marco Sowa from Sunlight Games: “We are very happy to have completed Game Tycoon 2 for
all platforms so quickly. We do not simply make ports on the mobile platforms but we have
optimized it for touch control. Shortly we will expand Game Tycoon 2 with several features and
wishes of the community. On top of our agenda are for instance receiving more feedback to the
used technologies in the own games.”
Games Tycoon 2 is going to be more extensive and detailed than Game Tycoon 1. So more
than 170 technologies and trends from the years 1980 up until 2050 are offered and included.
Games can be developed for PCs, handheld devices, smartphones or other platforms. Besides
the endless game, there also are 20 missions to accomplish - an extensive tutorial helps you to
get started.
Game Tycoon 2 was released on Steam in Early Access for PC on 30th of October 2015. The
final game was released in April 2016 for PC, Mac and Linux. The mobile versions was released
in May 2016. It can be ordered in the online shop by Sunlight Games at http://shop.sunlightgames.com.
1.315 Characters, 233 Words
Reprint free of charge. Kindly send us a copy of your publication or a link with the article.
Screenshots can be found at http://www.sunlight-games.com/en/?nav=presse. The new
trailer will be released soon.

About Sunlight Games:
Cologne-based Sunlight Games was founded in 2008 and transformed into a GmbH in May
2013. A team of experienced game designers led by development veteran Marco Sowa creates
games of all genres for PC, Mac, mobile and online platforms. Sunlight Games also works for
other studios as well as in game porting and localization.
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